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Certificate
Report  No. / Manufacturer  No. / Validity remark:

Material Manufacturer
acc. to AD 2000-Merkblatt W 0

TÜV NORD Systems GmbH & Co. KG confirms that the manufacturer

has been inspected and recognised as a material manufacturer in accordance with the 
requirements of the certification scheme TNS-AD2000-W0 acc. to AD 2000-Merkblatt W 0.

For details, see the report and the scope of the assessment.

The manufacturer has the following requirements:
 facilities for proper manufacturing and testing,
 appropriate processes for the manufacture of the products,
 skilled personnel for the manufacture and testing of the products and
 a quality management system with corresponding records that ensures proper

manufacture of the products and compliance with the requirements specified in
the material specification.

Certification Body

TÜV NORD Systems GmbH & Co. KG
Große Bahnstraße 31, 22525 Hamburg, Germany
tuev-nord.de |

https://www.tuev-nord.de/en/customer-login/digital-signature/
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Scope of Approval 

Report  No. / Manufacturer  No. / Validity remark: 

No. Material designation     Specification RemarksDimensions 
thickn./ Ø weight

AD 2000 Merkblatt 
acc. to W series

Delivery cond.  Product form 
[info]
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	LenkungName: 
	ZertNr: TN/AD2000-W0/2705/23
	Text2: 8121123843 / 1234 / 11.2023 - 10.2026
	Betrieb: 
	0: SK Machining & Piping GmbH & Co.KG
	1: Düsseldorfer Straße 97
	2: 42781 Haan
	3: Germany
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	Text12: 
	0: unalloyed steel
	1: fine grained steel
	2: stainless steel
	3: fine grained steel
	4: martensitic, austenitic and austenitic-ferritic stainless steels
	5: stainless steel
	6: hot rolled weldable steel bars
	7: unalloyed steel
	8: P250GH
	9: 10CrMo9-10
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	Text13: 
	0: DIN EN 10028-2
	1: DIN EN 10028-3
	2: DIN EN 10028-7
	3: DIN EN 10222-4
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	0: +N
	1: +N, +NT
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	6: +N
	7: +N
	8: +N, +QT
	9: +N, +QT
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	Text15: 
	0: blank flange
	1: blank flange
	2: blank flange
	3: welding neck flange
	4: welding neck flange
	5: welding neck flange
	6: welding neck flange
	7: welding neck flange
	8: fitting
	9: fitting
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	Text16: 
	0: 10 / 300
	1: 10 / 300
	2: 10 / 300
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	5: 10 / 300
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	Text18: 
	0: W1 / W9
	1: W1 / W9
	2: W2 / W10 / W9
	3: W13 / W9
	4: W2 / W9
	5: W2 / W10 / W9
	6: W13 / W9
	7: W1 / W9
	8: VdTÜV 1252,EN 10253-2/-3 /HP8/1
	9: VdTÜV 1252,EN 10253-2/-3 /HP8/1
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	Text19: 
	0: metal-cutting manufacturing
	1: metal-cutting manufacturing
	2: metal-cutting manufacturing
	3: metal-cutting manufacturing
	4: metal-cutting manufacturing
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	7: metal-cutting manufacturing
	8: metal-cutting manufacturing
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	Button_Seite_2: 
	Lieferzustand: +AT = solution annealed; +N = normalised, normalising formed; +U = untreated; +NT = normalised and tempered; +QT = quenched and tempered; +M = thermomechanically formed; +AR = as rolled; +SR = stress relieved; +A = soft annealed; +CR = cold rolled.(further symbols EN 10027-1, Tab. 18)CLICK TO CLOSE.
	Button_Lieferzustand: 


